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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Endless COVID-19 booster shots are being presented as the solution to the pandemic, as

repeated injections increase the level of antibodies in your body.  In December 2021, for instance,

Moderna reported that their COVID-19 booster shot increased the level of antibodies by 37-fold,

and when a full dose was given — the same amount used for the initial shots — antibody levels

rose 83-fold.

P"zer and BioNTech have also announced that their booster shots increase antibody levels, but

to what end? Arti"cially inVated antibodies signal to your body that you’re always infected, and

the resulting immune response could prove to be detrimental to your health.

Such a condition can only lead to a “death zone,” accelerating the development of autoimmune

conditions such as Parkinson’s, Kawasaki disease and multiple sclerosis, according to tech

leader and COVID analyst Marc Girardot, who urges a retreat from the vaccination “death zone”

before it’s too late.

Are Boosters Taking Humans to the Death Zone?

Mountaineers are familiar with the “death zone,” which describes the top portion of the world’s

tallest mountains — areas of such high altitude that oxygen is scarce, where humans can only

survive for a matter of hours. “The same principle applies to our immune system,” Girardot

explains, referring to the intense response our bodies mount in response to infection.

The response includes a high fever to damage virions, T-cell elevations and increased antibody

production to rid your body of “viral debris.” This is designed to be a temporary response; after

the threat is neutralized, your body tamps down its immune response. Girardot states:

“Once the infection is gone, a regiment of sentinels is left in the mucus to guard the

entrance for the remainder of the epidemic, a few roaming sentinels with lifelong

memory are set, and the rest wanes back down to bring peace and balance. It’s called

homeostasis. The fever dissipates. T-cells self-destruct rapidly. And antibodies wane

progressively.”

This is by design, as a perpetual fever and high levels of antibodies keep your body in a

dangerous state. Just as chronic stress — keeping your body in an extended state of “"ght or

Vight mode” — increases disease risks, so, too, do permanently elevated levels of antibodies.

Girardot details three reasons why:

“1. Too long a fever would end up breaking down all healthy cells, and so the remedy

would be worse than the illness.

2. Perpetual specialized T-cells are also dangerous as they can start off-target attacks of

healthy cells (as often occurs with immune checkpoint blockade treatments against

cancer), and would be like leaving your home Hlled with a battalion of armed soldiers with

their guns loaded and pin-less hand-grenades.

3. Finally, very high levels of antibodies with nowhere to go are also extremely dangerous.

They can passively bind to receptors of healthy cells, and kickstart a cascade of

autoimmune diseases. Land mining where you live.”

Decreased Antibodies Isn’t a Measure of Waning Immunity

Remember, your immune system is designed to work in response to exposure to an infectious

agent. Your adaptive immune system, speci"cally, generates antibodies that are used to "ght

pathogens that your body has previously encountered.  During normal infections, high fever and

temporary T-cell elevations, along with elevated antibodies to the infection, gradually dissipate.

However, declining antibodies shouldn’t be confused with declining immunity. Early data on

SARS-CoV-2 also found that antibody titers declined rapidly in the "rst months after recovery

from COVID-19, leading some to speculate — incorrectly — that protective immunity against

SARS-CoV-2 may also be short-lived.

Senior author of the study, Ali Ellebedy, Ph.D., an associate professor of pathology & immunology

at Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis, explained, “It’s normal for antibody

levels to go down after acute infection, but they don’t go down to zero; they plateau.”

A biphasic pattern of antibody concentrations against SARS-CoV-2 was uncovered,  in which high

antibody concentrations were found in the acute immune response that occurred at the time of

initial infection. The antibodies declined in the "rst months after infection, as should be

expected, then leveled off to about 10% to 20% of the maximum concentration detected.

When a new infection occurs, cells called plasmablasts provide antibodies, but when the virus is

cleared, longer lasting memory B cells move in to monitor blood for signs of reinfection.  Bone

marrow plasma cells (BMPCs) also exist in bones, acting as “persistent and essential sources of

protective antibodies.”

According to Ellebedy, “A plasma cell is our life history, in terms of the pathogens we’ve been

exposed to,”  and it’s in these long-lived BMPCs were immunity to SARS-CoV-2 resides.

Among people who have recovered from COVID-19, most of the participants had BMPCs that

secreted antibodies speci"c for the spike protein encoded by SARS-CoV-2 at both seven months

and 11 months after infection.  This is evidence of long-lasting immunity,  even if levels of anti-

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein (S) antibodies decline rapidly in the "rst four months after infection.

There’s a Cost to Massive, ArtiKcially Elevated Antibodies

COVID-19 shots are poised for a perpetual cycle of ongoing booster shots every few months.

After up to two doses of the initial shot, and a third booster already on the roster, a fourth booster

is already being discussed, including by Moderna CEO Stéphane Bancel, who said that the

ejcacy of the third shot is likely to decline over several months, necessitating another shot soon

thereafter.

“Many politicians and vaccine manufacturers adamantly propose repeated injections, boosters

every 3 or 4 months, as if waning antibodies were a sign of lost immunity,” Girardot said. “In

reality, they are scapegoating the natural drop in antibodies. It is a smokescreen to hide their

failure and the ineffectiveness of these intramuscular vaccines.”

The reality is, repeatedly, arti"cially inVating antibodies comes with a cost. It’s known, for

instance, that certain autoimmune diseases are seen alongside high levels of antibodies.

Vaccine-induced autoimmunity is a well-known phenomenon, and molecular mimicry may be to

blame.

It occurs when similarities between different antigens confuse the immune system.  There are

often signi"cant similarities between elements in the vaccine and human proteins, which can

lead to immune cross-reactivity. When this occurs, researchers explained in Cellular & Molecular

Immunology, “the reaction of the immune system towards the pathogenic antigens may harm the

similar human proteins, essentially causing autoimmune disease.”

In relation to COVID-19 shots, speci"cally, researchers wrote in the Journal of Autoimmunity,

“Indeed, antibodies against the spike protein S1 of SARS-CoV-2 had a high ajnity against some

human tissue proteins. As vaccine mRNA codes the same viral protein, they can trigger

autoimmune diseases in predisposed patients.”

Already, case reports suggest that COVID-19 shots may trigger vaccine-induced immune-

mediated and autoimmune hepatitis,  and Girardot is concerned that repeated booster shots will

only worsen outcomes:

“In the case of an infection, the risk is relatively limited as the bulk of antibodies ends up

binding to viral material circulating in large numbers. However, in the case of repeated

doses, it’s very different.

After the second shot, it is likely that limited amounts of spike are produced as T-cells

rapidly destroy production capacity. Thus, for most of us, large quantities of antibodies

will inevitably be left idle circulating aimlessly, expanding exponentially (time x quantity)

the risk of an accidental binding with catastrophic consequences.”

Natural Infection Produces Broad Immunity

Training your body to produce singular antibodies for one spike protein cannot compare to the

protection provided by natural immunity, which occurs after recovery from an illness. Speaking

with Daniel Horowitz, pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole explained that natural infection produces broad

immunity that can’t be matched by vaccination:

"A natural infection induces hundreds upon hundreds of antibodies against all proteins of

the virus, including the envelope, the membrane, the nucleocapsid, and the spike. Dozens

upon dozens of these antibodies neutralize the virus when encountered again.

Additionally, because of the immune system exposure to these numerous proteins

(epitomes), our T cells mount a robust memory, as well. Our T cells are the 'marines' of

the immune system and the Hrst line of defense against pathogens. T cell memory to

those infected with SARSCOV1 is at 17 years and running still."

This may explain why a retrospective observational study published August 25, 2021, found that

natural immunity is superior to immunity from COVID-19 shots, with researchers stating, “This

study demonstrated that natural immunity confers longer lasting and stronger protection against

infection, symptomatic disease and hospitalization caused by the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2,

compared to the BNT162b2 two-dose vaccine-induced immunity.”

Pharmaceutical companies and health ojcials are making plans for ongoing boosters, including

combination shots that include, for example, a COVID-19 shot, a Vu shot and a respiratory

syncytial virus (RSV) shot, in one injection — coming in 2023 — to avoid “compliance issues.”

Nearly two dozen pathogens are currently being targeted for the development of new shots,

and it’s likely that you’re going to see a continued push for more jabs and boosters. Will humans’

immune systems, and overall health, be able to withstand such an assault? Girardot doesn’t think

so:

“Today, I would like to underscore the absolute lunacy of delivering these products to an

entire population every 3-4 months. It’s nothing short of criminal. In my earnest opinion,

repeated vaccine injections can only lead to one outcome: generalized illness and death

…

The vaccination ‘Death Zone’ exists, and we need to urgently go back down in the valley,

we need to stop vaccinating, stop boosting aimless antibodies and trust our immune

systems.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has "nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to

access my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com

before anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on

Substack.
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An essential chapter of this misinformation is contempt for natural immunity.. 6 BIG DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NATURAL VS.

VACCINE-INDUCED IMMUNITY 1. Intramuscular jabs don’t induce sterilizing immunity in the upper airway 2. Intramuscular jabs induce

immunity that wanes quickly while naturally acquired immunity is more robust and durable 3. Intramuscular jabs induce immunity to the

spike protein of the original Wuhan strain of SARS-CoV-2, not the currently circulating forms such as omicron or delta 4. The payload of

intramuscular jabs is not limited to the deltoid muscle as we were led to believe in the early days of roll-out 5. Intramuscular jabs rely

heavily on inducing immunity through B cell IgG antibodies and not innate immunity or T cells 6. Might COVID-19 jabs awaken the

sleeping dragon of autoimmunity? childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/differences-natural-vaccine-induce..  (02/04/2022)
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A con"dential P"zer document has con"rmed that the company's Wuhan coronavirus vaccine causes potentiated

vaccine-associated disease (VAED). VAED occurs when a vaccinated person develops a more severe case of the disease after

being exposed to the virus that the vaccine is supposed to defend against. The company's report also includes a section that

discusses the potential risk of people developing vaccine-associated enhanced respiratory disease (VAERD).

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/03/p"zer-admits-covid-vaccine-causes-ade/  (03/02/2022)
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It was reported that ***non-covid*** deaths in the 18-65yr old group rose 40% last year? This stat via life insurance

actuaries....from what?..Mosquitos? Bad watercress? "The Science?"
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No doubt the bogus science of Rockefeller's allopathic medicine scheme, Louis Pasteur's Vawed "germ theory" Also: DR. VLAD

ZELENKO: THE POWER OF NATURAL HERD IMMUNITY

rumble.com/vubfe2-dr.-vlad-zelenko-the-power-of-natural-herd-immunity...  (02/07/2022)
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Forbidden, there is an unusally high spike in suicide and drug overdoes in that age group. Shipments of fentynal and other drugs

are crossing the southern US border in mules...
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Hi, ROSE ,The murder rate in the United States is currently the highest in 25 years. Nearly 20,000 people, according to "gures,

lost their lives last year in the United States because someone else deliberately and maliciously terminated them. The last time

things were this bad was 1996 and before, which was recognized as a time of dense violent crime. The current scenario with the

rise of tyranny, including mask mandates, "vaccine" mandates, lockdowns, and other totalitarian and anti-social impositions that

ruined the lives of many people justthenews.com/nation/crime/murder-rates-across-country-soared-2021-h..  (01/18/2022)
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40% Rise Nationwide in Excess Deaths Among 18- to 49-Year-Olds, CDC Data Show Death certi"cate data from the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention show excess deaths increased by more than 40% among Americans 18 to 49 years old during a

12-month period ending in October of 2021, and that COVID caused only about 42% of those deaths. The Epoch Times

suggested drug overdoses are at least partly to blame for the increases. Beyond the death certi"cate data, the newspaper

reviewed the CDC’s overdose estimates which showed that during the 12-month period ending in June of 2021, overdose deaths

rose from about 72,000 to more than 101,000. Another theory is that COVID vaccines played a role in the increase, which has

support from people on both sides of the vaccine debate

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rise-nationwide-excess-deaths-18-t..
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I do not understand how so many people can graduate from high school and still remain totally ignorant of science. Obviously, my tax

dollars have been wasted in attempting to educate the sheeple. There are still so many overly sensitive people who feel threatened if

you tell the truth instead of the narrative that "ts their safe space.  I wonder if it is just that I tend to question things and want to know

how things work? Maybe I am just hard-wired differently from the get-go? Or maybe the fact that I do not own a cell phone and

television and am not inVuenced by them? I notice that people who get their news from mainstream media tend to be very

self-righteous about supporting the agenda those in power have for us.

I often wonder about "the trumpets" of the end times. Perhaps much was lost in translation down thru the centuries. What if the

trumpets actually refers to frequencies with the potential to be used for mind control to "call" all people linked to AI to engage in certain

actions all at once, zombie-like? I have come to realize that my highest priority must be to care for our own household and like-minded

friends in our network. I have been successful at opening the minds of more people, but there will always be some who are hopeless

and cannot be helped. These include people who watch a loved one die after getting the jab, but show up for their booster and

encourage everyone else to do the same.

We have seen the impact of the Canadian trucker's strike. I would not be surprised to see ongoing rolling strikes, not only in Canada, but

also in the US and around the world. What does this mean for you and your family? That you had better be stocked up and

well-provisioned when the trucks quit rolling for a long period of time. The longer trucks are out-of-commission, the more dijcult it

becomes to restore the production and the supply chain production and distribution of food and goods.
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Yes, Almond, Mass Formation Psychosis is a form of brainwashing and mind control by the deep state media. The economic

crisis is an imposition by the globalist elites on their way to the Great Reset. "Joemicron" Biden is a dangerous new variant that is

unleashing an economic plague on the nation. In January alone, 300,000 jobs were destroyed. All getting worse as truckers are

banned from crossing borders, covid lockdowns continue to wreck the supply chain, and the endless printing of money is driving

price inVation at the grocery store. www.brighteon.com/9990a062-a294-404f-ba4a-8fb8837509a0  (03/02/2022) The inVation

crisis caused by the disastrous economic policies of the administration of President Joe Biden has forced more Americans to

turn to food banks and other hunger relief organizations.

The entire country is experiencing its fastest rise in inVation in nearly four decades. The prices of everyday goods, including

food, have become more expensive: 6.3 percent more expensive than a year ago on average, according to the most recent data.

www.cbsnews.com/news/food-banks-increase-demand-economic-struggle-inV..  (01/31/2022) A Johns Hopkins professor

criticized his own university and the mainstream media for failing to report on a major study that concluded lockdowns have

been almost completely ineffective in curbing COVID death rates.

The study was authored by several eminent researchers at the University and concluded that the lockdowns “are ill-founded and

should be rejected as an instrument of pandemic policy”. The authors wrote "they have imposed enormous economic and social

costs where they have been adopted." summit.news/2022/02/03/video-johns-hopkins-prof-slams-media-own-instit..  (02

/03/2022)
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The murder rate in the United States is currently the highest in 25 years. Nearly 20,000 people, according to "gures, lost their

lives last year in the United States because someone else deliberately and maliciously terminated them. The last time things

were this bad was 1996 and before, which was recognized as a time of dense violent crime. The current scenario with the rise of

tyranny, including mask mandates, "vaccine" mandates, lockdowns, and other totalitarian and anti-social impositions that ruined

the lives of many people. justthenews.com/nation/crime/murder-rates-across-country-soared-2021-h..  (01/19/2022)
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No One Can Tolerate Permanent Fever, High Antibodies
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Arti"cially inVated antibodies caused by repeated booster shots signal to your body

that you’re always infected, and the resulting immune response could prove to be

detrimental to your health

)

Repeated booster shots may lead to a “death zone,” accelerating the development of

autoimmune conditions such as Parkinson’s, Kawasaki disease and multiple

sclerosis

)

Molecular mimicry may be to blame for autoimmune conditions caused by COVID-19

shots; there are often signi"cant similarities between elements in the vaccine and human proteins, which can lead to immune cross-

reactivity

)

Case reports suggest that COVID-19 shots may trigger vaccine-induced immune-mediated and autoimmune hepatitis, and concern is

growing that repeated booster shots will only worsen outcomes

)
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gabbyfemale
Joined On 8/15/2011 12:42:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Almond - I work in the schools. I am surrounded by supposedly educated teachers who have bought into this mass psychosis. I

am uncertain of who feels as I do because most fear backlash if they express their opinion. It's a lonely place to be. I remove

myself from the room or interject with a different topic every time the other two who work in my class discuss their vac cines

(sic), boosters, and "knowledge" of Captain Trips. They are positively giddy about it all. One lives in complete fear of it. Two years

of living in fear is not living. She says she plans to wear a mask forever. The hilarious thing... Both of them tested positive for co

vid last week. The scared one got it bad. Both are vax ed. Both have booster shots. I haven't put that poison in my body. I am "ne.
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gabbyfemale
Joined On 8/15/2011 12:42:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep questioning everything, Almond.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou...has the murder rate increased in other countries? No doubt the many guns in USA have enabled murder rate uptick...
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gabby and all... My husband recently visited a mechanic shop. They have 42 employees. 40 of the employees are vaxinated. All

of them have been out sick with covid at some point. Only the 2 unvaxed employees have remained healthy and on the job the

entire time.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond For generations, now, our education system has been controlled by communists. In fact, that is who set up the public

school system. As far as ignorance is concerned, in the school system in regards to science and medicine at graduation, that is

by design. By Rockefeller control. At age 9, I began to recognise that something was amiss in our education system and that was

the beginning of my "ght against falsehood.
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beauprep
Joined On 12/31/2011 9:32:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, perhaps the Canadian truckers honking their horns are “the trumpets”.
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fszaf56
Joined On 12/20/2010 12:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scarier still is that so many people with a college degree in one of the sciences ALSO seem totally ignorant of science and

unable to formulate intelligent questions and search for answers from reputable sources. I think because of listening to all the

FEAR PORN on TV, their amygdalas are overactive and their prefrontal cortex is in low gear, and simply put, they can no longer

think clearly.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The most fearful person that I know is a young women with a Master's degree in biology. She got straight A's every semester. She

had groceries delivered to her garage. After the delivery person left, her husband sanitized every single item, then threw his

clothes directly into the washer and took a shower. She wouldn't answer the door, instead she talked to the person from her 2nd

Voor balcony, while wearing a mask, of course. She didn't want to drive anywhere because she was afraid that the virus would

enter her car through the vents. She totally ignored reports that young, healthy people such as herself, her husband and their

infant son, had almost no risk of serious illness. How did she get manage to get a Master's degree in biology without being

capable of recognizing the pseudoscience being presented as fact?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catryna... I wish someone had told me that as a young child. it would have saved me years of nonconformist frustration and

"ghting a system where I could never possibly "t in.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I predict that, eventually, we will see extreme shortages of necessities, much like countries such as Venezuela. Before that point,

shortages will be blamed on truckers. It will be used as a propaganda tool to turn the people against the truckers in favor of a

govt agenda. They will be scapegoated.  I have nothing, per se, against automated trucks and drone delivery. However, I do not

trust many of those behind it and the technology it entails. It will not serve rural people well. -But, then, productive people with

land under their feet will not need much delivered.

The irony is that they will need trucks to haul food and resources to the cities. Most of that will still be done by local carriers due

to the nature of the work and loading. For example, log truck drivers with loaders--that is a special skill set--to know how to

balance and tie down a load.  People lost con"dence in govt a long time ago. It is dijcult not to see the corruption, inVation and

increasing loss of our God-given rights. Oppressive governments are sitting on a powder keg.

I do not know which spark could set off a revolution, but we are living during a time that is potentially very volatile. People are

angry. There is a surge of discontent. People will get very creative about disrupting govt agendas. People are holding back

because they realize violence is a last resort--yet many are preparing to hold out for a long time. How else do you think

Canadians have been able to supply truckers for so long? One major difference in the US is 2A.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, a High School diploma means very little as any boob ought to be able to get one. I’m far more disgusted with all of the

highly formally educated morons, most in the upper income brackets, whom I have come in contact with. Did I end that sentence

in a preposition? Maybe I need a jab to protect me from their contagion, which strongly binds to the critical thinking receptor and

prevents entry.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm con"dent, will be so very little "we told you so" delight from the M-tcoyh spectrums here, when the children become a forced

participant, in a deviant act of murder and maim by inoculations. The unbelievers will eventually grab pitch forks and clubs as the only

remedy for their souls, is revenge.  Forgiveness will be dijcult to obtain. As Time heals. Generations forget. We are in repeat once

more.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you imagine telling someone who had covid that they would be better covered after also getting the shot. And not just one kind of

shot, get the opposite of the one you got (p"zer moderna and visa versa) to be 'extra' covered. Pfft. Where the heck did logic go? Thank

you for explaining decreased antibodies and arti"cially elevated antibodies - as well as the perfection of our innate immune system. As

with so many other diseases, 'they' like to shroud everything in mystery. If you look at cancer and heart disease, etc., you see how 'they'

have no intention on solving these.

I guess there's not enough money in it. Our bodies are crippled by injections - I've seen more avid Vu shot takers end up with some

pretty sad health, especially my aunt who had leukemia and Alzheimer's within "ve years of moving into a nursing home and beginning

her annual (if not semiannual) required Vu shots.  We have so many ways to keep our immune systems strong, and we also should

probably congratulate our immune systems for effectively "ghting off sickness the way it does - perfectly.

So what if I get sick and have to baby my body for a little bit while it "ghts? It's better than being shot up with all kinds of ingredients

and ending up sick anyways. Toe to toe, I have been more tired than my vax'd counterpart, but our symptoms have been almost

identical. I'm 2 days behind him, so I just watch where he's at and know I'll be there in a couple of days.  The body wants to be healed.

We just have to give it what it's asking for. Easy peasy.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lovestosing6, That “doctor” (little d intentional) actually called you a “You People?” Lol. Did you call him a bigot? Use the old

snowVake card that the race-baiters get away with? When I took my child to the pediatrician, he insisted that a tetanus shot be

given. When I refused he used the tactic, “Well, if you get tetanus there is no cure.” Is it rusty metal or animal fecal material in the

soil. Does anybody even know?
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Tenderbud
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you all, Guillermou, Almond, Gabbyfemale (and an absent Mr. Becker) for being voices of information and reason, close family

and support through dijcult times. I've silently read your comments over this past year and thanked God for not being alone. You are

precious. It's been such a tough haul trying to get family members on board who, like much of the world, desperately wanted... needed...

to have hope in science and humanity to deliver them from death and liberate them back to the life they once knew -- some tangible

substitute for a Savior we all had better get to know intimately. As a concert musician I've lost pretty much everything toward which my

career was poised.

As a homeschool mother I've been dumbfounded by the willful ignorance of educated people. I not too long ago coached a high school

Science Olympiad team to 11th place nationwide in experimental design (the competition included every public school, private school

and homeschool team across the country), and those kids and even their middeschool counterparts would never fall for the absurdities

that now pass as "science." All respectful discourse and healthy debate is frightenly replaced with that insidious "gnosco" -- "I KNOW!" --

what the Bible calls pride and presumption, "Babylon Personi"ed." One of the best cardiologists yelled at me recently that the injection

is no different from all the childhood immunizations with which we've grown up and that people like me were threatening the lives of his

kids.

Either he is the most ignorant among the arrogant, being too busy saving lives that he has no time to question the system he trusts, or

else he is terri"ed of losing his license and playing the role he's supposed to play... at the expense of what I would consider tantamount

to murder of his patients..., or else he is part of the system. All of those possibilities are horri"c in the long run. God forgive such people

and show them some glimmer of light for their sakes.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes yes, I'm also a homeschool mother ("nished in May with my 5th) ... and have had that rather loud discussion with a 'doctor'

know it all man who called me "You people" when I argued the merits of giving a tetanus shot after an injury (how long does it

take to build antibodies for a one in "ve million chance... and here's the thing - we have come so far in medicine, you mean to tell

we'd be clueless how to treat an actual case of tetanus? Not to mention, its not like its catchy - the hospitals won't be "lled up

with tetanus infections... Ugh! I had to leave that practice as well. Can't take the stupidity or God complex. In reading about mass

formation, I'm beginning to get a handle on why uber educated people want to believe the narrative. And the more outlandish the

measures, the more they take to heart how dangerous and signi"cant this time period is, they take it on 'news,' not on faith or

research, just the news. It boggles my mind.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Each inoculation billed as invoice is pro"t. Money makes his world go round. You are in those pro"t margins. Time 4 nu doc.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As the variously attributed and probably ancient saying goes: "It's not what people don't know that gets them in the most trouble,

it's what they do know that ain't so."
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The globalists are buying up farmland. Throughout history, people have been controlled by food. In WWII, prisoners in N*zi

concenetration camps were given Vuoridated water and only barely enough calories to survive to keep them docile and manageable.

They were malnourished. It appears more of the same is happening today. More and more lately, when I enter a supermarket, I see a

de"cit of wholesome meats and fresh fruits and vegetables--lots of the worst kind of crap food, though.  They’re Keeping Us Unhealthy

 https://youtu.be/wrmvyNr3Efg   It is obvious China is also facing starvation if this is the best they can do to feed athletes.

Their system is failing, bu t thye are likely also using food to control their own people. What They Are Feeding Our Olympic Athletes

Make The Michelle Meals Look Appetizing!  thepatriotnation.net/what-they-are-feeding-our-olympic-athletes-make-t..  We know people

who oppose the govt in Venezuela do not get their meager food rations. Ration cards are one more way to control people. Does this

sound like a probable use for Vaxine passports?
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A VERY good point - the Fauci crowd actually claimed you, probably, needed another shot, if you didn't suffer a reaction. Clearly, he and

his ilk want people to have reactions, even as they say there aren't any (e.g., deaths).
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can’t "x stupid
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poiesis
Joined On 10/8/2019 9:54:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yeah, but, or and, there might be a whole variety of other things you might think to do w 'it ' .. (besides ""x" which has had more

than enough spin lately)
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m 6 hours down the road from Ottawa Canada— the original Trucker Freedom Convoy destination spot. I have been posting a few

videos and comments about it on FB to show my support about the underlying message—-remove the mandates and restore our

Charter of Rights & Freedoms. I’m heart broken. I've basically lost my Best Friend to this crap. As you may know, lots of other truck

convoys have sprung up across Canada & the world, I guess because of the inspirational Ottawa Convoy. In no way are any of these

other convoys attached to the originators of the Ottawa Convoy & in my opinion I don’t feel they should be responsible for the bad

apples or “planted smearers” that could join and try to make their own agenda and smear campaigns.

that are against the original thought of removing all mandates for Canadians. So my friend took it upon himself to go to the Toronto

convoy & apparently saw lots of white supremacy& racist & far right people and he now says that he and I “have a problem” and how

could I support such a movement etc... We had a big "ght. I had to defend myself saying Idon't know anything about the Toronto convoy

(they're not ojcially connected to the Ottawa one) I only know a lot about the Ottawa convoy.

  I'm really upset that my friend basically accused me of being a part of that “terrible movement of far right etc…. He then went on to

“educate me” about what this whole thing really is about and according to him: it’s “not discrimination because that’s an attribute or

similar you’re born with”… it’s about “this sucks but until we "nd a better solution, it works” This crap "nally has "nally personally

broken my heart because this friend and I are / were very close. Of course he’s double vaxxed
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny, it's like the far right Ukainian jokers out in Portland...but it's all about the far-left BLM'ers. The BLM'er distractor leaders

appear to be taking their money & retiring...to Canada & CA, & to multi-million dollar estates, passing the 'leadership' into more

naive, younger, less experienced hands.  So, I guess the fascist-communist corporatist fake & feint, divide and conquer, 'works' as

people turn to devouring one another, leaving the legal & illegal drug, arms& prostitution cartels "rmly in place & exploiting the

fear, hopelessness & despair of what remains. What a sick world.
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Clanharwood, I'm Sorry to read about you losing your best friend. I understand what you are dealing with, and it is mindboggling

to see what division has erupted between friends, relatives, and spouses. All reactions, due to the insanity that passes as

healthcare today, by people that can't face the truth.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No matter how you slice it, permanently sick, ripe for all the other Snake Oils to be sold. A Sickwedon'tcare system. just saying.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Create problem (via injections) and provide the solution for big pharma to sweep in with all sorts of pushed expensive patented

meds with all sorts of side effects of their own and BOOM ($$$) in treating all the new neurodegenerative, immunological,

cancers, infertility etc issues. Business as usual...
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PTzer Seeks COVID Shot
Authorization for Children
Under 5
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Ceyarreckz
Joined On 7/15/2011 11:26:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

to quote: "signal to your body that you are ALWAYS infected" (emphasis added) rather similar to those who have been

abused/traumatized by a narcissist, and are mentally "damaged" to think that they are always under attack,... to "walk on egg shells," et

al.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 4:37:15 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Poyeema
Joined On 12/30/2020 8:20:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thrilled you mention narcissist abuse, Ceyarreckz. Have been wanting total schematic on health issues living with

narcissist/abuse. From cortisol, insulin, vagus nerve, kidneys, liver, etc, to pre-frontal cortex and decision making for safe

keeping of self & soul. Everyone knows, the type Gui and others blessedly provide after incredible articles by Dr. Mercola ! Have

just come thru this narrative, full monty; verbal abuse, grifting, physical abuse, stress, sleep deprivation abuse, 2 precancers,

weight gain, police, restraining orders, divorce lawyers, and more.  10 months after narc gone, the yearly doctor visit. Pre-cancers

gone, weight/BP/bloodwork/etc at college age (am 61).

All TV's gone too! Music is back, Mozart to vintage Broadway Show tunes, Country, French music, etc, better, am dancing daily.

Kitchen sink, central hall care not if singing/dancing horrid.  How did I do this in 10months? Initial 3 mos. sleeping 12 hrs/night,

diet, exercise, Choosing Happy. Reading, writing, Bible, Church, friendships, gardening, cooking variety healthy meals and

stocking freezer with them, along with mix fresh/healthy foods daily. Upped my game on vitamins/minerals. Every choice, guided

by advice in articles from this site, and those (thank you) leaving wise comments.

Won't go into amazing testimony of becoming a widow, not a divorcee. With prayer, I now know, God does work in real time, and

does more than anyone could imagine to ask for. Praying Romans 8:28 unleashed God's provision and protection. Self reliance

failed, of course it did. Thankful I didn't ask God for speci"cs, would have been so little. Two college degrees, how did I fall into

this situation? Police and my victim advocates each said, physical/mental abuse lands upon all colors, all incomes, all sexes, all

occupations and it would shock communities if they knew which homes they are called to, regularly.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 8:24:11 AM
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chesebroughd
Joined On 7/25/2009 4:38:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If people don't see this was and has been planned for DECADES, we are de"nitely done as a leading country.
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& Like  ' Dislike

 

Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What anti-bodies? Just call it chronic irritation/poisoning from a mix of toxins, which may cause signi"cant inVammation, and too much

toxicity will cause worse things to happen. "Vaccines" are based upon a number of dubious and dangerous assumptions: 1. That Germ

Theory has any validity. 2. That animals really have an "immune system", and not merely a complex waste and toxin disposal system,

with "viral" release of cleaner Exosomes by cells, to break-down and/or encapsulate extra toxic stuff, so that maintenance cells like

macrophages can cleanup without dying because the area is too toxic. 2. That it is OK to bypassing multiple protection layers of the

skin and mucus, and just inject an alleged "antigen" under the skin.

3. That it is OK to inject a toxic alleged "antigen" from "weakened" (chemical poisoned) bacteria and alleged "viruses" (probably

poisoned cell matter). 2. That it is OK to cause any signi"cant chemical irritation/toxicity under the skin, and expect the body to treat

the alleged "antigen" as anything other than some toxin it needs to get rid of. Basically all "vaccines" are jabs with all the active

components, including the alleged "antigen" being toxic, so it should not be surprising that the body will become chronically poison

when the toxin load gets too high after multiple jabs!
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PathNotes
Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent article.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Still recovering. Still not taking the shot. Still thankful to have my husband mercifully delivered from offered remdesivir, from intubation

which thankfully never came up; and thankful for responsible healthcare workers still embedded & doing what they can in the

'transforming' system ...for available foods & supplementation, maintenance steroids & supplemental oxygen. Now, for a swift recovery

from fatigue & pneumonia... and a return to work & productivity!
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

By the time they come out with new covid vaccines that deal with the latest variant, it will be too late. With the Vu vaccine they don't do

this. Instead they try and predict what the strains will be, and most of the time they fail miserably. This year was no exception. "Flu

vaccines don't match the main circulating Vu virus strain, researchers "nd." www.cnn.com/.../index.html
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The entire virology is based on a theory that was never proved and it is no wonder that they are not following their own rules. Corruption

begets coruption and evil continues to Vourish. Not surprising. So me the isolated measles virus. I think that is worth a million bucks.
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TreeOfWolf
Joined On 8/5/2021 10:56:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I instinctively knew but couldn't put it into words. Thank you, it was amazing. Shame that you have to put down the artice soon to

prevent assassination.
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KingaBarry0
Joined On 12/8/2019 10:27:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is Kawasaki's an autoimmune disease? I thought that was a childhood disease. Or should we be referring to Hashimoto's disease?
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franshure
Joined On 8/26/2009 11:56:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Endnote #23 is missing. I'd love to see it. Please email at franshure@estreet.com
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NEO_HIO
Joined On 10/23/2010 9:06:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could someone explain more about "autoimmune Parkinson's"?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may want to read recently published papers by Stephanie Seneff, there is a newer theory Voating that Parkinsons may start

with an autoimmune condition in the gut. My earlier understanding was that gram negative or "bad" gut bacteria, left un-opposed

by commensals being killed off, can then travel up the vagus nerve and start this condition. Do not know which of her articles

mentions this...was quickly reading while cleaning stored pdf "les over the past weekend.
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